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1 QUANTIFICATION BLUES?
The crisis in science’s quality control apparatus [1] has been particularly felt in the field of statistics [2]–[7],
as well as in the use of algorithms as decision support tools [8], in indicators of sustainability [9], [10],
university rankings [11], ease of doing business [12] and many others. What links all these apparently
heterogeneous practices? All – from statistics as a discipline downward to the practices and the products - aim
to produce quantified knowledge. As noted in the nascent field of sociology of quantification [13], these
different instances of quantification blur into one another under the joint pressures of big data and artificial
intelligence, so that the question of “what qualities are specific to rankings, or indicators, or models, or
algorithms” [13] becomes a legitimate one. Mathematical models are also mentioned, and yet this field –
possibly one among the most mighty engines of quantification - has been left unscathed by the quantification
blues, with very few voices lamenting the lack of disciplinary standards for quality control [14] or the difficulty
for users to understand models due to the growing asymmetry of information among model users and model
developers [15].
An important issue in mathematical modelling is in the management of uncertainty. Uncertainty quantification
is at the heart of the scientific method, and a fortiori in the use of science for policy [16]. In statistics the pvalues can be misused as to overestimate the probability of having found a true effect [3]. Likewise in
modelling studies certainty may be overestimated, thus producing crisp numbers to three decimal places even
in situations of pervasive uncertainty or ignorance [17], including in the use of science for policy [18]. An old
refrain in mathematical modelling – first noted among hydro-geologists, is that since models are often overparametrized, they can be made to conclude everything [19]. We are now told that in the field of clinical
medical research the percentage of non-reproducible studies could be as high as 85% [20]. What about those
studies that rely on mathematical modelling?
By combining analysis and case studies, we argue that mathematical modelling would deserve urgent attention,
and that its problems are considerably worse than those already noted in statistics. An extended treatment of
the topic with additional real life examples and discussion is available online [21].
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2 MALPRACTICES OR RITUALS?
In a previous article, we criticised the ritual use of statistical methods by those with scant understanding of the
assumptions or relevance of their calculations [7]. This same problem of ritual behaviour befalls mathematical
modelling, and is best explained by an anecdote from Kenneth Arrow. During the Second World War, Arrow
was a weather officer in the US Army Air Corps working on the production of month-ahead weather forecasts,
and this is how he tells the story [22]:
The statisticians among us subjected these forecasts to verification and they differed in no way from
chance. The forecasters themselves were convinced and requested that the forecasts be discontinued.
The reply read approximately like this: “The commanding general is well aware that the forecasts are
no good. However, he needs them for planning purposes”.

Social scientist Niklas Luhmann uses the terms ‘deparadoxification’ to indicate the use of scientific knowledge
to give a pretention of objectivity, to show that policy decisions are based on a publicly verifiable process,
rather than on experts’ whim [23]. Along these lines it has been suggested that models universally known to
be wrong continue to play a role in economic policy decisions [24], while the book “Useless Arithmetic” [18]
argues that the quantitative mathematical models policy makers and government administrators use to form
environmental policies are often seriously flawed, providing a host of examples, from AIDS prevention to the
evaluation of stock of fisheries, from mill tailing to costal erosion.

3 A MILLION YEAR OF CERTAINTY
One case treated in Useless Arithmetic is that of Total System Performance Assessment (TSPA), a
mathematical computer program made of 13 models in turn comprised of 286 individual modules – running to
hundreds of thousands of coding lines, used for the safety of nuclear waste disposal. The story of TSPA is
linked to the tormented fate of the nuclear waste repository at Yucca Mountain.
In 2004 a federal court ruled that the model based safety case for the approval of the disposal site was to be
guaranteed for up to one million year, thus extending the already ambitious 10,000 previously established by
the Environmental Protection Agency [18].
To complicate the matter, a key number used in the assessment, the percolation rate of water to the unsaturated
repository level - was underestimated by 4 orders of magnitude [25]. Measurements made public in 1996, and
later confirmed [26], revealed the presence of Chlorine-36, a bomb-pulse isotope associated with the nuclear
explosion at the Bikini Atoll in the South Pacific in 1963. Such a presence implies a travel speed of 3,000
millimetres per year, rather than the range 0.01 to 1 millimetre per year used in the TSPA. Regrettably, the
wrong range was maintained in use in spite of the available evidence for more than a decade [25].
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As often the case with modelling study of high political relevance, apportioning the blame for the limits of
TSPA between the modelling and the policy communities is beyond the point, as those limits are precisely a
result of the technical and institutional context in which the model is developed [27].
Tracking the fate of radionuclides from a geological formation up to man via an array of different pathways,
for tens of thousands of years or more into the future is a case of mathematical hubris.
It ignores that increasing the complexity of a model one decreases modelling bias but increases measurement
error ([28], Figure 1). This trade-off is known under different names in different disciplines, e.g. as the Zadeh’s
principle of incompatibility in system analysis, whereby as complexity increases “precision and significance
(or relevance) become almost mutually exclusive characteristics” [29].

Figure 1 Model error versus model complexity. Adapted from [28].

Additionally, this kind of model-based analyses, reliant on the physics, the chemistry, the geology the radioisotopic properties of the waste and the surrounding biosphere, gives prominence to an agenda of defined
uncertainties, which neglects the surrounding institutional and social settings and power relations. While
discussing the difference between uncertainty, ignorance and indeterminacy Wynne [30] exemplify a situation
of indeterminacy as follows:
will the high quality of maintenance, inspection, operation, etc, of a risky technology be sustained in
future, multiplied over replications, possibly many all over the world?
If one contrasts the mathematical precision of TSPA with the confusion and neglect surrounding present day’s
nuclear waste in dump sites in the US [31] it easy to grasps the meaning of Wynne’s intuition.
In summary the fault with this modelling enterprise is not the lack of technical skills – on the contrary this
modelling community spearheaded best practices e.g. in uncertainty and sensitivity analysis techniques already
in the eighties [32]. The problem of this still ongoing activity [33] is in the excessive ambition of the modellers
to describe a complex natural system, which allows the model institutional users to present this as an issue
which can be handled within the familiar categories of risk analysis.
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4 CLIMATIC BILLS
One of the winners of the 2018 Nobel prize in economics is Willem Nordhaus, known for his application of
model-based economic thought to climate studies. The Noble prize awarded to Nordhaus represents a powerful
endorsement of the modelling practices of this particular community. By modelling the impact on the economy
of different courses of action or inaction, these modelling studies aim to devise strategies to cope with climate
change. Yet computing GDP gains and losses one century ahead is a practice likely to attract some scepticism.
The same Nordhaus noted that while modelling the future sea-level and temperature appear, with all their
difficulties, a meaningful pursuit, translating these climate projections into effects on GDP – the so called
‘costing’ of climate change – is a ‘terra incognita’ [34]. In this ‘unknown land’, modellers venture to
investigate - using large mathematical models - the increase in crime rate at county level as a result of climate
change one hundred years from now [17], [35], [36]. Modellers from the same community argue for more
efforts and resources in this venture [37]. Both costing climate one hundred years from now and assessing the
fate of nuclear waste tens of thousands of years from now using quantitative predictive models resonate with
what Alvin Weinberg called trans-science [38], i.e. a practice which lends itself to the language and formalism
of science but where science cannot provide answers. In the specific case of attaching a cost to climate change,
the uncertainty of the prediction is so wide as to be useless for reaching a policy conclusion. The range of
losses inflicted to GDP growth by climatic change – as predicted by these models - can be shown to range
from values so low as to suggest a ‘wait and see’ attitude to an ‘act immediately’ one. As noted in [39] both
attitudes, when entrusted to this kind of models – are delusional [17].

5 ECONOMIC LATIN
So far, our critique has targeted the use of mathematical models tens of thousands of year into the future for
the case of nuclear waste disposal, and decades into the future for the case of climate costing. Is perhaps
modelling on a safer footing over shorter horizons? In fact, models’ accuracy and relevance does not depend
on their time horizon, but on the characteristics and context of the system. The models behind the Rosetta
mission managed to place a human artefact on a comet flying past the Sun after a twelve-years voyage and
manoeuvring in space, which constitutes an evident success. Incidentally, our discussion should not be read as
an indictment of mathematical modelling. As noted in system ecology [40], modelling is the very essence of
science and thought. When STS scholars talk about ‘invisible science’ [41], meaning by this the science and
technology products which make our life more comfortable, one chapter should be devoted to the ‘invisible
models’ which underpin all these technologies and functions, from control systems to decision support tools,
in spite of the algorithmic dystopias discussed in the extended version of the present work [21].
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Yet, complex, reflexive systems may resist attempts at prediction and control even over short time horizon,
while the context, the interests and the values of the involved parties are never far away. Ignoring these
resistances may render a model irrelevant, or transform it into a fig leave [18].
A much discussed case is that of formulae used in finance [42], where models used in the pricing of opaque
financial products are held as partly responsible for the onset of the last recession. To simplify a rather technical
matter, the so called ‘quants’ – a special class of econometricians – chose to model the price evolution of
bundles of mortgages by calibrating these based on data for periods when the real estate market was going up.
Needless to say, these calibrations did not include – many say did not wish to include - what would happen
when the market – as it happened – elected to go down. In this, as in all cases discussed here, the lack of a
proper uncertainty quantification – or the artificial compression of the uncertainty itself, was a problem.
Moving to the field of economics proper, the over-reliance of economists on dynamic stochastic general
equilibrium (DSGE) models used for policy simulation has been debated [43]. This theme hit the media when
both the US senate and Queen Elizabeth asked their economists for clarification about these models’ apparent
incapacity to anticipate the crisis [44]. Incidentally, DSGE are among the solution proposed to ‘cost’ climate
[37]. Also in this case, the problem is not purely technical: a DSGE can effectively simulate the effects of
shocks in prices or wages by propagating them through the overall economy; it is hence a valid simulation
tool, be it that it rests on very strong assumptions on the behaviour of markets and of actors in the market. A
DSGE works under the ‘All the rest being equal’ hypothesis, which real life rarely meets, and which is why
the use of a DSGE as policy prediction or policy justification tool may lead to disappointment.
Economist Paul Romer – the second winner of the 2018 Nobel prize for Economics, has recently coined the
neologism ‘mathiness’ [45], taking issue against ‘freshwater economists’ (an allusion to the Chicago school in
the great lakes region) for their use of mathematical modelling as Latin, in the sense that mathematics can be
used to distract from underlying ideological stances. Romer draws unflattering parallels between
macroeconomics and string theory in physics for their invocation to “imaginary causal forces” and excessive
deference to authority of the profession’s leaders [46], and invites [47] his fellow economists to appreciate the
importance of intellectual honesty, pointing to a famous lecture of physicist Richard Feynman as an example
[48]. The appeal to physics as a virtuous discipline is frequent in present-day discussions of science crisis [49].
Empirical economics research – a field closer to statistical than to mathematical modelling, appear likewise
mired in a crisis of quality control [50], which confirms the general nature of a crisis in quantification alluded
to in this work.

6 A MODEST BEGINNING
A step in the right direction for mathematical modelling would be to have statistics inject some structure and
standards. This is not a radically new idea. A group of statisticians active in the UK has tackled uncertainty in
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simulation models by addressing uncertainty quantification, uncertainty propagation, uncertainty analysis,
sensitivity analysis, calibration, ensemble analysis and related topics (see http://www.mucm.ac.uk/). Dialogues
between the communities of applied mathematics and statistics on uncertainty quantification in modelling have
taken place, e.g. by comparing methods used in the two communities for similar settings [51]. Sensitivity
analysis offers a convincing example of a tool for model quality which can be seen as statistical in both its
language and its tools, and which finds use in a large class of applications, such as model selection, calibration,
optimisation, and so on [52]–[57]. Sensitivity analysis answers the question ‘Which uncertain input factors are
responsible for the uncertainty in the prediction?’ An alternative statement of this is "Are the results from a
particular model more sensitive to changes in the model and the methods used to estimate its parameters, or to
changes in the data? [58]"
The use of sensitivity analysis in regulatory settings – e.g. in impact assessment studies – is prescribed in
guidelines both in Europe and in the United States (European Commission[59], 2015, p. 390-393; Office for
the Management and Budget[60], 2006, p. 17-18; Environmental Protection Agency[61], 2009, p.26).
Regrettably, most modelling work does not include a sensitivity analysis and the majority of sensitivity
analyses published in the literature are flawed to the point of irrelevance, though much variation exists among
disciplines [62], [63].
Techniques for proper uncertainty and sensitivity analysis of model-based inference may tend to be eschewed
because, in their candour, they may show that the inference itself is too uncertain to be of any practical use.
For example, an estimate of an investment’s pay-off that gives a range from a large loss to a large gain is not
what the client may wish to hear. Therefore, it has been observed by practitioners of different disciplines [16],
[64], [65] that, in these sorts of circumstances, analysts may be tempted to ‘adjust’ the uncertainty in the input
until the output range is narrower and conveniently located in friendly territory. The opposite could also be the
case, where the owner of the analysis wishes uncertainties to be amplified, e.g. to the effect to deter regulatory
interventions. Uncertainty can be used strategically or instrumentally [66], and a sound sensitivity analysis can
help to make up one’s mind about the merits of a case.
As uncertainty is omnipresent in modelling, putting uncertainty at the core of model quality has a potentially
unifying potential. Present computers allow for most models to be executed repeatedly - even and especially
at the model development stage. Hence, whenever feasible, the modelling work could take place within an
ideal Monte Carlo driver for uncertainty and sensitivity analysis, whereby all sources of uncertainty - framing
uncertainties, parametric uncertainties, and so on, can be activated simultaneously, allowing ‘on the flight’
inference as to what contribution each set of uncertainties makes to the uncertainty in the inference. In other
words: since models offers statements that are conditional on their input, this conditionality should be made
explicit every time the model is used, including at the stage of model construction. An extension of this
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approach to statistics proper would be a modelling of the modelling process itself. This could address – with
some imagination and creativity - what has been called ‘the statistical garden of the forking paths’ [67],
alluding to the myriad of ways which analysts can take when searching for patterns in data.

7 FROM SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS TO SENSITIVITY AUDITING
It is a common refrain in economics that the most significant theories - those most precious for modelling - are
based on the most unrealistic of assumptions [68], [69]. This leaves open the questions of deciding what counts
as a significant theory, e.g. significant to whom? An alternative view is that the beauty of models is in their
acting as blinders, which by leaving a number of things out allow us to see clearly what happens with those
elements which are left in [70]. Even here there must be criteria, both technical and ethical, to decide what
should be left out, who decides, and if the resulting model is still relevant and plausible to the eyes of those
affected by the modelling exercise. The discussion of the Yucca Mountain case has shown that model’s purpose
and context cannot be ignored in assessing model quality.
We have often heard modellers claim the ‘neutrality’ of their computer codes. “Computers are impervious to
the lure of power”, writes a statisticians using computers to fight the practice of gerrymandering [71]. But there
is confusion here between the worth of one’s cause and the neutrality of one’s tool. Our position is that the
technique is never neutral, and hence the use of evidence – including quantitative evidence – must be conceived
for an adversarial setting – where different interests will frame the issue with different disciplinary lenses,
unless one’s work is of very solitary academic confinement. In adversarial settings, neutrality should gently
morph into the relative dependence or independence from arbitrary or implausible assumptions – e.g. in the
gerrymandering example, to prove that the district’s boundary configuration serves partisan interests.
Thus, an important element to improve the quality of mathematical modelling should be the extension of the
technical dimension of uncertainty to the epistemic and normative dimensions, which is the topic of sensitivity
auditing [66], [72], also recommended by the European Commission’s guidelines for impact assessment [59].
The ambition of sensitivity auditing is to address the entire modelling process, inclusive of motivation, power
relations, hidden assumptions and normative frameworks, and addressing issues of trust and legitimacy. It is
based on a seven-point checklist:

Rule 1: ‘Check against rhetorical use of mathematical modelling’; this rule tests if the model elucidates
an issue or rather obfuscates it under a veil of math and computing power;
Rule 2: ‘Adopt an “assumption hunting” attitude’; the issues here is: what was ‘assumed out’? What
are the tacit, pre-analytical, possibly normative assumptions underlying the analysis?
Rule 3: ‘Detect pseudo-science’; the question here is to detect if the magnitude of model input
uncertainties has been instrumentally downplayed (e.g. to obtain a positive inference such as e.g. “the
policy will yield a benefit”) or inflated (e.g. to deter action: “the impact of the policy is unclear”).
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Rule 4: ‘Find sensitive assumptions before these find you’; this is a plea to anticipate criticism and a
reminder that before publishing one’s results a sensitivity analysis should be run and made available.
Rule 5: ‘Aim for transparency’; stakeholders should be able to make sense of, and possibly replicate,
the results of the analysis;
Rule 6: ‘Do the right sums’; the analysis should not solve the wrong problem - doing the right sums is
more important than doing the sums right. Here the focus is the identity and the legitimacy of the
storyteller, and whether other relevant stories could or should be given.
Rule 7: ‘Focus the analysis on the key question answered by the model, exploring holistically the entire
space of the assumptions’, see our previous discussion of sensitivity analysis.

Not all rules apply to all models. When a scientific analysis is destined to inform a policy process, the rules
become a sensible guide to be developed and implemented with the collaboration of the interested stakeholder
within an extended peer-community [15], [73]. Rule six on checking the narratives can be extended to a
quantitative analysis of the existing frames, using a modicum of quantification to check whether some of the
frames can be put to rest [74]. Examples of these approach are to education, [75], nutrition [76], and indicators
[9].
In relation to the call for transparency one can note that now several journals demand to ‘see the data’ before
accepting a paper [77], and the open-data scheme is mandatory for all the research projects financed under the
H2020 framework. Could the same arrangement be achieved in mathematical modelling? Requirements to
make the model available are present in the US [60] and the EU [59]. But ‘seeing the model’ does not only
mean making the model available. Journals, government agencies or regulatory body could consider asking
for any modelling work a proof of uncertainty and sensitivity analysis, and - when relevant - a discussion of
the model’s purpose, funding, validation, assumptions, process/variable included or excluded, data used in its
calibration, and so on [15], [78].

8 WHY NOT?
What obstacles could impede the proposed reformation of modelling practices? For one, modelling is too vast
an enterprise to be boxed into a single quality assurance framework, though material exists to give this process
a good start [79], [80].
Next comes the deep-rooted resistance among practitioners to the idea of non-neutrality of mathematical
modelling, with an important cultural and ritual element at play. An additional source of discomfort is the
candour – which can be perceived as excessive, of the methodologies advocate here. Discovering that one has
to arbitrarily compress the uncertainty in the assumptions in order to obtain a useful inference [64] is something
best ignored. Sensitivity analysis may reveal that the source of the poor (e.g. diffuse) inference is an assumption
8

hard or impossible to test. It can be objected that this invasive approach opens the door to relativism – whereby
any frame can be upheld given some sort of evidence. These doubts are countered here by rule four of
sensitivity auditing – that it is better to deconstruct oneself systematically than to be deconstructed in the field.
This consideration is at the core of good scientific practice, as per the principle of ‘Organized Scepticism’ [81],
whereby all ideas must be tested and subjected to rigorous, structured community scrutiny.
In econometrics, a similar principle holds that ‘honesty is the best policy' [65], and is formulated as a
commandment: ‘Thou shalt confess in the presence of sensitivity. Corollary: thou shalt anticipate criticism’
[82].
Finally, does mathematical modelling truly need to be rescued by statistics, while statistics appears to be itself
in a crisis of sorts? Philosopher Jerome R. Ravetz’s prophesized in 1971 that entire research fields might
become diseased, (p. 179 of the second edition of [83]), and noted: “reforming a diseased field, or arresting
the incipient decline of a healthy one, is a task of great delicacy. It requires a sense of integrity, and a
commitment to good work, among a significant section of the members of the field; and committed leaders
with scientific ability and political skill.” While statistics has been seen to possess the disciplinary
arrangements and committed leaders to react to such a crisis, mathematical modelling currently lacks one.
Statistics could help mathematical modelling to find its way [21].
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